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Release Nature of Detainable Deficiencies (responsible RO, if any)

1 9367164 STAR 26 Vietnam 11.05.2004 2941 General
Cargo/Multipurpose

Vietnam
Register Vietnam Register

KHOI NGUYEN
SHIPPING
COMPANY
LIMITED

19.09.2022 22.09.2022

1. Fire door in engine room lower deck emergency escape trunk was not
working for emergency escape and no emergency light provided;
2. Multiple fire hoses and nozzles were not found in the designated
storage box; and
3. CO2 bottles are locked and not ready to be used.

2 9084956 HUI HUANG Mongolia 23.06.1993 2104 General
Cargo/Multipurpose

Hong Kong
Classification

Society
Limited

Hong Kong
Classification

Society Limited
KIVY CO., LTD 24.09.2022 -

1. The entire crews are not complied with the requirements of the 
minimum safe manning certificate;
2. Master and Officers do not have original Certificate of Competence;
3. Master and Officers do not hold the endorsements attesting the
recognition of certificate issued by Mongolia;
4. Master and Officers do not hold basic training course for ocean-going
seafarer;
5. The entire of crews do not have medical certificate onboard during
PSCO inspection,
6. Master and crew do not familiar his muster and Emergency duties;
7. All LSA, including lifeboat and life raft service expired, rocket parachute 
flare, line throwing appliances expired;
8. All FFE service expired;
9. Fire alarm system failed;

10. Rescue boat engine out of work;
11. Three sets of two-way VHF radiotelephone apparatus were missing; 
and

12. The ship's ISM implementation was failed to ensure safe operation and 
maintenance, objective evidence as above deficiencies.

Ships Detained in Hong Kong Due to PSC Inspection in September 2022

Remarks: A detained vessel "HUI HUANG" conducted initial inspection on 24 Sep 2022, PSCO suspended the inspection due to several major detainable deficiencies being detected. 
The captioned vessel resumed initial inspection on 14 Dec 2022 and the deficiencies were updated from 12 items to 28 items including 12 detainable deficiencies.
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